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     Lactose prices are steady at the bottom of the price range and both ends of the mostly price

     series. However, several sales above published prices pulled the top of the range higher.

     Some end users are looking to add volume to their contracted agreements. A few manufacturers

     have stipulated that they can justify the added shipments, but only at price above the

     current contracted rate. The processors report there has not been any hesitancy on the part

     of buyers. Other industry contacts suggest buyers are wanting to get an early start on Q2

     contracting. Demand is strong and inventories are tight at many locations. Some

     manufacturers maintain they could sell more lactose if they had it available. Lactose

     production is steady to higher. The market tone for lactose is firm and market prices seem

     supported. However, industry contacts are keeping a close eye on the developing coronavirus

     situation in China and around the Pacific Rim. The epidemic has made transportation of

     products difficult in China, and some contacts say there are a lot of products in inventory

     that were originally prepared for the Chinese New Year. It is unclear how long it will take

     to eradicate the disease, and whether the coronavirus will have a lasting impact on world

     economies.

     Prices for: Central and Western U.S., Spot Sales And Up to 3 Month Contracts, F.O.B.,

     Conventional, and Edible Lactose

     Price Range - Non Pharmaceutical; $/LB:                .2400 - .4150

     Mostly Range - Non Pharmaceutical; $/LB:               .2800 - .3300

     Information for the period February 17 - 21, 2020, issued weekly

     Secondary Sourced Information:

     GLOBAL DAIRY TRADE (GDT) EVENT

     At the GDT Event 254 on February 18 the lactose price for the April contract period was

     $0.3729 per pound, unchanged from the last GDT event.
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     Dairy Market News - Madison, WI

     MIKE BANDLI, (608)422-8592
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     Additional Dairy Market News Information:

     Dairy Market News (DMN) by Phone: (608)422-8602

     DMN Website: https://www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/dairy

     DMN MARS (My Market News): https://mymarketnews.ams.usda.gov


